The College of Education (COE) believes these areas are important in developing informed, dynamic professionals. Please respond to each statement using the following designations:

A = Strongly Agree  B = Partially Agree  C = Partially Disagree  D = Strongly Disagree  N = Not Applicable

Directions: Darken the ovals completely - Like this: ●. Do not X or check the circle.

**KNOWLEDGE**

1. I know my subject/field and use appropriate pedagogy, strategies and practices.  
2. I examine the nature of teaching and helping as a reflective practitioner and formulate a personal philosophy of professional practice.  
3. I demonstrate understanding of diversity and multiple perspectives in making sound educational/clinical decisions.  
4. I use my knowledge of assessment and evaluation of individual differences appropriately in my field.  
5. I know national, professional, and state standards and the educational agencies and professional organizations that determine these standards.  
6. I know how to conduct, interpret and utilize research results effectively.  
7. I understand the range of technological applications within my field and recognize the importance of technology in professional practice.

**SKILLS**

1. I apply knowledge, content pedagogy, professional practice, and practical problem-solving perspectives appropriate to my field and setting.  
2. I demonstrate my ability to assess, analyze, monitor, motivate and promote student/client progress.  
3. I use technology that is appropriate and relevant to my field.  
4. I integrate professional research into practice, apply action research in the pursuit of new information, and/or problem solve in educational/clinical settings.  
5. I implement effective strategies for teaching/supervision/professional practice that are reflective of an evolving personal philosophy.  
6. I demonstrate effective spoken and written communication skills.  
7. I analyze and evaluate my professional skills and collaborative practices.  
8. My field experiences/internships provided me with opportunities to relate principles and theories from the conceptual framework (SPECTRUM) to actual professional settings.  
9. My field experiences/internships provided useful feedback from University and school faculty.  
10. My field experiences/internships allowed me to demonstrate competence in the professional role for which I am preparing.
DISPOSITIONS
1. I understand the professional, legal, and ethical research issues of my profession.  1. A B C D N
2. I abide by my profession’s ethical and legal standards in practice and research.  2. A B C D N
3. I appreciate individual, cultural, and linguistic differences and demonstrate respect for diverse talents and perspectives. I recognize that there are individual learning styles and differences and believe that all children can learn through the differentiation of instruction.  3. A B C D N
4. I establish a positive climate for change and serve as a positive role model and change agent.  4. A B C D N
5. I commit to continual personal and professional growth and competence in others and myself.  5. A B C D N

STUDENT RESOURCES
1. Academic advisement enabled me to progress efficiently through the program.  1. A B C D N
2. The library had adequate material and resources to meet my coursework and research requirements.  2. A B C D N
3. The student computer labs were accessible, had adequate terminals/printers and had software that was relevant and accessible.  3. A B C D N

Comments about student resources: __________________________________________________________

ABOUT YOU
1. What is your graduate program?
   O Counseling    O Early Childhood    O Educational Admin/Leadership
   O MA Instr/Curriculum   O Reading Specialization    O Special Education    O Speech/Language Path
2. What option have you chosen within your graduate program? ______________________________________
3. What leadership, mentoring or staff development position(s) have you held in your school or professional community:
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
3. From what undergraduate institution did you graduate:   O Kean   O Other
4. What is your academic status?   O Full Time    O Part Time
5. What academic credentials are you seeking?   O Professional Certificate    O M.A. Degree    O Both    O Non-Matric
6. How will you use your academic credentials?   O Advance in your present career    O Change careers    O Personal growth
   O Other (please explain)____________________
7. Are you attending:    O Kean @ OCC Campus    O Kean @ Union Campus

COMMENTS
1. In which areas and in what ways do we excel? __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________

2. In what ways do you think we can improve? __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________

3. What particular coursework or field experiences would have better prepared you for professional experiences?  ______________
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________

4. Would you be willing to share your views at a later date? If so, please provide your name and telephone number. _____________